1. Manufacturers name or brand
2. Pattern Name
3. Size information
   385 = Tyre width in mm
   55 = Aspect ratio (section height to section width) = 55%
4. Service Description
   160 = Load index for single fitment
   K = Speed index code letter
5. E = Tyre complies to ECE 54 Regulations
   4 = Country in which approval was granted (4 = Netherlands)
6. Load Range in accordance with USA standard
7. DOT
8. Unique serial number (on the other side)
9. USA Load Rating & Max inflation pressure
10. Regroovable
    It is permitted for the tyre to be regrooved
11. Country of Origin
12. Safety Warning
13. Tubeless
    Tyre operated without a tube
14. Tread wear indicator
15. FRT marking